
Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
Reading Standards for Literature  

Common Core Standards 

 

Reading Horizons Elevate 
Grade Level: Third 

Common Core Standard Reading Horizons Elevate 

Key Ideas and Details 

Item 1: Ask and answer questions to 
demonstrate understanding of a text, 
referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers. 

Addresses Item 1: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading Library - The Reading 
Horizons Reading Library contains 285 reading passages that provide opportunities to 
improve fluency through timed readings, and each passage is followed by a series of 
comprehension questions. The 285 reading passages are divided into 12 Reading 
Levels, taking into consideration both the grade level equivalency score and the 
percent of the high-frequency vocabulary used in each passage. The questions for 
each of the Reading Levels consist of: 
Reading Level 1: five multiple choice comprehension questions, including one main 
idea question, three detail questions, and one inference question. 
Reading Level 2: five multiple choice comprehension questions including one main 
idea question, three detail questions, and one inference question. 
Reading Levels 3-5: five or six multiple choice comprehension questions, including 
one main idea question, three or four detail questions, and one inference question. 
Reading Levels 6-8: seven multiple choice comprehension questions, including one 
main idea question, four detail questions, and two inference questions. 
Reading Levels 9-12: ten multiple choice comprehension questions, including two 
main idea questions, six detail questions, and two inference questions. 

Item 3: Describe characters in a story 
(e.g., their traits, motivations, or 
feelings) and explain how their actions 
contribute to the sequence of events. 

Addresses Item 3: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading Library Teacher Edition - 
The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to help 
students visually arrange and classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Sequence: Reading LibraryTeacher Edition p. 52. 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Item 9: Compare and contrast the 
themes, settings, and plots of stories 
written by the same author about the 
same or similar characters (e.g., in 
books from a series). 

Addresses Item 9: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading Library Teacher Edition - 
The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to help 
students visually arrange and classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 
51. 

  



Grade Level: Fourth 

Common Core Standard Reading Horizons Elevate 

Key Ideas and Details 

Item 3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or 
event in a story or drama, drawing on specific details 
in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or 
actions). 

Addresses Item 3: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading 
Library Teacher Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains 
a variety of graphic organizers to help students visually arrange and 
classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Detail: Reading LibraryTeacher Edition 
p. 50. 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Item 9: Compare and contrast the treatment of 
similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good 
and evil) and patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in 
stories, myths, and traditional literature from different 
cultures. 

Addresses Item 9: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading 
Library Teacher Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains 
a variety of graphic organizers to help students visually arrange and 
classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: Reading 
Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
Suggested Readings from Reading Horizons Elevatesoftware 
and Reading Library Books. 
Book 1: 
• Hollywood 
• The Great Sphinx 
• The Great Wall of China 
• Urban Legends 
• Stonehenge 
• Birthday Traditions 
• Crop Circles 
• Big Foot 
• Loch Ness 
• Superstitions 
• Vampires 
• Fire Walking 
Book 2: 
• UFOs 
• Unicorns 
• Chupacabras 
• Werewolves 
• Totem Poles 
• Jackalopes 
• Rainbows 
• The Yeti 
• Echoes 
Book 3: 
• Dinosaurs 
Book 4 
• Greek Mythology 
• Tall Tales 



• Dali Lama XIV 
• The Fountain of Youth 
• Renaissance Fairs 

  
Grade Level: Fifth 

Common Core Standard Reading Horizons Elevate 

Key Ideas and Details 

Item 3: Compare and contrast two or more 
characters, settings, or events in a story or 
drama, drawing on specific details in the text 
(e.g., how characters interact). 

Addresses Item 3: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading Library Teacher 
Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains a variety of graphic 
organizers to help students visually arrange and classify the information they 
read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Detail; To Show Topic and Detail: Reading 
Library Teacher Edition p. 50. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: Reading Library Teacher 
Edition p. 51. 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Item 9: Compare and contrast stories in the 
same genre (e.g., mysteries and adventure 
stories) on their approaches to similar themes 
and topics. 

Addresses Item 9: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading Library Teacher 
Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains a variety of graphic 
organizers to help students visually arrange and classify the information they 
read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: Reading Library Teacher 
Edition p. 51. 
Suggested Readings from Reading Horizons Elevatesoftware 
and Reading Library Books. 
Book 1: 
• First Person in Space 
• The Great Sphinx 
• The Great Wall of China 
• The Olympic Games 
• Urban Legends 
• The Milky Way 
• Stonehenge 
• Crop Circles 
• Big Foot 
• Loch Ness 
• Superstitions 
• Outer Space 
• Running of the Bulls 
• Why the Sky Is Blue 
Book 2: 
• UFOs 
• Unicorns 
• Chupacabras 
• The Australian Outback 



• Easter Island 
• Werewolves 
• Volcanoes 
• Antarctica 
• The Northern Lights 
• The Yeti 
Book 3: 
• Dinosaurs 
• Charles Lindbergh 
• Komodo Dragons 
• Horoscopes 
• The Bermuda Triangle 
• Sumo Wrestling 
Book 4 
• Greek Mythology 
• Dali Lama XIC 
• Tall Tales 
• Rockets 
• Ferdinand Magellan 
• The Fountain of Youth 
• Renaissance Fairs 
• Spontaneous Combustion 
• Ghost Hunting 
• Geocaching 
• Caving 
• Flying Cars 

  
Grade Level: Sixth 

Common Core Standard Reading Horizons Elevate 

Key Ideas and Details 

Item 3: Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot 
unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the 
characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a 
resolution. 

Addresses Item 3: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading 
Library Teacher Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition 
contains a variety of graphic organizers to help students visually 
arrange and classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer –To Show Sequence; Reading LibraryTeacher 
Edition p. 52. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Cause and Effect: Reading 
Library Teacher Edition p. 53. 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Item 7: Compare and contrast the experience of reading a 
story, drama, or poem to listening to or viewing an audio, 
video, or live version of the text, including contrasting what 
they “see” and “hear” when reading the text to what they 
perceive when they listen or watch. 

Addresses Item 7: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading 
Library Teacher Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition 
contains a variety of graphic organizers to help students visually 
arrange and classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: Reading 



Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 

  
Grade Level: Seventh 

Common Core Standard Reading Horizons Elevate 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Item 7: Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or 
poem to its audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version, 
analyzing the effects of techniques unique to each 
medium (e.g., lighting, sound, color, or camera focus 
and angles in a film). 

Addresses Item 7: Reading Horizons Elevate Reading 
Library Teacher Edition - The Reading Library Teacher Edition 
contains a variety of graphic organizers to help students visually 
arrange and classify the information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: Reading 
Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 

 
 

!



 

Discover Intensive Phonics for Yourself Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Grade: Third 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Key Ideas and Details 
 

2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key 
details and explain how they support the main idea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Describe the relationship between a series of 
historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps 
in technical procedures in a text, using language that 
pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 

2. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library: the 
Reading Horizons Reading Library contains 228 
reading passages that provide opportunities to 
improve fluency through timed readings and each 
passage is followed by a series of comprehension 
questions. The questions for each reading passage 
consist of main idea, detail, and inference 
questions. 
 
3. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: the Reading Horizons Reading 
Library contains 228 reading passages categorized 
into 15 topics. They provide opportunities to instill 
high motivation and love for reading through low-
readability, high-interest reading passages, and 
opportunities for students to self-select reading 
passage topics based on personal interest. 
The Reading Library Teacher Edition contains a 
variety of graphic organizers to help students 
visually arrange and classify the information they 
read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Sequence: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 52. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Cause and Effect: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 53. 
 
Suggested Readings from Reading Horizons v5 
software and Reading Library Books. 
Book 1: 

x First Person in Space 
x The Olympic Games 
x The Taj Mahal 
x The Milky Way 
x Luaus 
x Mohandas Gandhi 
x Joan of Arc 
x Mother Teresa 
x Rigoberta Menchu 
x Running of the bulls 



 

x Charles Dickens 
x Dr. Seuss 
x Agatha Christie 

Book 2: 
x Machu Picchu 
x Christopher Columbus 
x Black Holes 
x Alexander the Great 
x The Grand Canyon 
x Leonardo da Vinci 
x Eva Peron 
x J.K. Rowling 
x Groundhog Day 
x Marie Curie 
x The North Star 
x Comets 
x Alfred Hitchcock 
x The Northern Lights 

Book 3: 
x Ben Carson 
x Komodo Dragons 
x Horoscopes 
x Usain Bolt 
x Ninjas 
x Mount Fuji 
x Halley’s Comet 
x The Bermuda Triangle 
x Greek Mythology 
x King Christian X 
x Ferdinand Magellan 
x John Adams 
x Empress Dowager Cixi 
x Michelangelo 
 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

 
7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 
maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 
demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 
when, why, and how key events occur). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library: the 
passages in the Reading Library are expository 
texts that simulate types of reading that students 
encounter both in and out of class such as, history 
and science textbooks, Web sites, and magazine 
articles. Each passage contains a picture or 
illustration pertaining to the information in the 
passage. On the Reading Horizons v5 Software, 
students can view a list of challenge words from 
the passage and can click to view the definitions 
and context sentences for better understanding. 
Comprehension questions are provided with each 



 

 
 
 
9. Compare and contrast the most important points 
and key details presented in two texts on the same 
topic. 

reading passage to ensure the student understood 
the content.  
 
9. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library: The 
Reading Library Teacher Edition contains a variety 
of graphic organizers to help students visually 
arrange and classify the information they read in 
the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
 

 



 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Grade: Fourth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Key Ideas and Details 
 

2. Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it 
is supported by key details; summarize the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a 
historical, scientific, or technical text, including what 
happened and why, based on specific information in 
the text. 
 

2. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library: the 
Reading Horizons Reading Library contains 228 
reading passages that provide opportunities to 
improve fluency through timed readings and each 
passage is followed by a series of comprehension 
questions. The questions for each reading passage 
consist of main idea, detail, and inference 
questions. 
 
3. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages. The graphic 
organizers can be used as a pre-reading activity to 
activate background knowledge of a particular 
topic. They help the students organize and explain 
events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a 
historical, scientific, or technical text, based on 
specific information in the text.  
Graphic Organizer – To Show Detail; To Show 
Topic and Detail: Reading Library Teacher Edition 
p. 50. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Cause and Effect: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 53. 
 
Suggested Readings from Reading Horizons v5 
software and Reading Library Books. 
Book 1: 

x First Person in Space 
x The Leaning Tower of Pisa 
x Laser Eye Surgery 
x The Great Sphinx 
x The Olympic Games 
x The Taj Mahal 
x The Milky Way 
x Crop Circles 



 

x Outer Space 
Book 2: 

x Machu Picchu 
x Thomas Edison 
x UFOs 
x Christopher Columbus 
x Black Holes 
x The Grand Canyon 
x Volcanoes 
x Antarctica 
x Neil Armstrong 
x Marie Curie 
x The North Star 
x Comets 
x How Honey is Made 
x The Northern Lights 

Book 3: 
x Earthquakes 
x The Life of a Star 
x Cochlear Implants 
x Horoscopes 
x Usain Bolt 
x The Hubble Telescope 
x The solar System 
x Mount Fuji 
x Halley’s Comet 
x The Bermuda Triangle 
x Greek Mythology 
x Ferdinand Magellan 
 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

 
9. Integrate information from two texts on the same 
topic in order to write or speak about the subject 
knowledgeably. 

9. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages. The graphic 
organizers can be used as a pre-reading activity to 
activate background knowledge of a particular topic 
or after students read to assess students’ their 
comprehension of specific reading material. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Detail; To Show 
Topic and Detail: Reading Library Teacher Edition 
p. 50. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Sequence: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 52. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Cause and Effect: 



 

Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 53. 
 

 



 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Grade: Fifth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Key Ideas and Details 
 

3. Explain the relationships or interactions between 
two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a 
historical, scientific, or technical text based on specific 
information in the text. 
 

3. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages. Using the 
graphic organizers can help students explain what 
they learned in specific text.  
Graphic Organizer – To Show Detail; To Show 
Topic and Detail: Reading Library Teacher Edition 
p. 50. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Sequence: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 52. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Cause and Effect: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 53. 

 
 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
 

9. Integrate information from several texts on the same 
topic in order to write or speak about the subject 
knowledgeably. 

9. Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages, and then to 
knowledgeably write or speak about the subject. 
The graphic organizers can be used as a pre-
reading activity to activate background knowledge 
of a particular topic or after students read to assess 
students’ their comprehension of specific reading 
material. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Detail; To Show 
Topic and Detail: Reading Library Teacher Edition 
p. 50. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Sequence: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 52. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Cause and Effect: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 53. 



 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Grade: Sixth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
 

9. Compare and contrast one author’s presentation of 
events with that of another (e.g., a memoir written by 
and a biography on the same person). 

9.  Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
 

 



 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Grade: Seventh 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
 

9. Analyze how two or more authors writing about the 
same topic shape their presentations of key 
information by emphasizing different evidence or 
advancing different interpretations of facts. 
 

9.  Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Compare and Contrast: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 51. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: Third 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs in general and their functions 
in particular sentences. 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Form and use regular and irregular plural nouns. 
 
 
d. Form and use regular and irregular verbs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
g. Form and use comparative and superlative 
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them 
depending on what is to be modified. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Parts of Speech, Lesson 27: Students will 
learn the meaning of nouns, pronouns verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs and how they function as 
parts of speech in sentences. Student Workbook 
pp. 69-70 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
b. Plurals, Lesson 19: Students will form and use 
regular plural nouns. Student Workbook pp. 49-50. 
English Language Enhancement activity 
Pronouncing Plurals and Possessives, pp. 50-51. 
 
d. Parts of Speech, Lesson 27: Students will 
learn the meaning of nouns, pronouns verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs and how they function as 
parts of speech in sentences. Student Workbook 
pp. 69-70 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
g. Adding Suffixes to Phonetic Skills 1 and 2, 
Lesson 28: Students will learn that a suffix is one 
or more letters added to the end of a word, 
changing the meaning of the word and usually its 
part of speech. Student Workbook pp. 71-72 
Adding Suffixes to Phonetic Skills 3 and 4, 
Lesson 33: Students will learn that a suffix is one 
or more letters added to the end of a word, 
changing the meaning of the word and usually its 
part of speech. Student Workbook pp. 83-84 
Adding Suffixes to Phonetic Skill 5, Lesson 36: 
Students will learn that a suffix is one or more 
letters added to the end of a word, changing the 
meaning of the word and usually its part of speech. 
Student Workbook pp. 89-90 
Adding Suffixes to Words Ending in Y, Lesson 
59:  Students will learn the suffix spellings to words 



 

 
i. Produce simple, compound, and complex sentences. 
 

ending with ‘y’ in the base word. Student Workbook 
pp. 167-168. 
 
i. Sentences and Intonation, Lesson 6: Students 
will learn to produce simple sentences. Student 
Workbook  pp. 13-14 

 
 

2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
when writing. 

 
b. Use commas in addresses. 
 
 
 
c. Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue. 
 
 
 
d. Form and use possessives. 
 
 
 
e. Use conventional spelling for high-frequency and 
other studied words and for adding suffixes to base 
words (e.g., sitting, smiled, cries, happiness). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
f. Use spelling patterns and generalizations (e.g., word 
families, position-based spellings, syllable patterns, 
ending rules, meaningful word parts) in writing words. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas in addresses. Student Workbook pp. 17-
18. 
 
c. Direct and Indirect Quotations, Lesson 12: 
Students will learn to use quotations in dialogue. 
Student Workbook pp. 29-30. 
 
d. Possessives, Lesson 20: Students will learn to 
form and use possessives. Student Workbook pp. 
51-52. 
 
e. Students will learn to use conventional spelling 
for high-frequency and other studied words and for 
adding suffixes to base words (e.g., sitting, smiled, 
cries, happiness) 
Adding Suffixes to Five Phonetic Skills, 
Lessons 28, 33, 36: Students will learn that a 
suffix is one or more letters added to the end of a 
word, changing the meaning of the word and 
sometimes it’s part of speech. Student Workbook 
pp. 71-72, 83-84, 89-90. 
Adding Suffixes to Words Ending in Y, Lesson 
59:  Students will learn the suffix spellings to words 
ending with ‘y’ in the base word. Student Workbook 
pp. 167-168. 
 
f. Students will learn to use spelling patterns and 
generalizations (e.g., word families, position-based 
spellings, syllable patterns, ending rules, 
meaningful word parts) in writing words. 
Special Vowel Combinations, Lesson 17: 
Students will learn word families and position-
based endings with -LL, -NG, -NK. Student 
Workbook pp. 43-44. 
Vowel Families O and I, Lesson 26: Students will 
learn the word families containing the vowels ‘o’ 
and ‘i’ (e.g., -old, -ild, -ind, etc.). Student Workbook 
pp. 67-68. 
Decoding Skill 1, Lesson 39: Students will 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
g. Consult reference materials, including beginning 
dictionaries, as needed to check and correct spellings. 
 

decode two-syllable words following the patterns to 
determine how many syllables are in a printed 
word, and the correct vowel sound for each 
syllable. Student Workbook pp. 99-100 
Last Job for Y, Lesson 41: Students will decode 
multi-syllabic words ending in the spelling of ‘y’ 
where ‘y’ is a working vowel and has the sound of 
long ‘e’. Student Workbook pp. 99-100 
 Decoding Skill 2, Lesson 42: Students will 
decode two-syllable words following the patterns to 
determine how many syllables are in a printed 
word, and the correct vowel sound for each 
syllable. Student workbook pp. 105-106 
Practicing Multi-Syllabic Words, Lesson 60:  
Students will learn to decode words containing 
more than two syllables. Student Workbook pp. 
169-170.  
Decoding Exceptions, Lesson 61: Students will 
practice decoding multi-syllabic words that do not 
follow Decoding Skill 2. Student Workbook pp. 173-
174. 
Other Suffixes, Lesson 58 : Students will learn 
that a suffix is one or more letters added to the end 
of a word, changing the meaning of the word and 
usually its part of speech. Student Workbook pp. 
163-166. ESOL Supplement – Suffixes pp. 708 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 5: Learn Word Families. 
 
g. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning 
of a word or phrase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Determine the meaning of the new word formed 

a. Students will learn to use sentence-level context 
as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 6: Sort Vocabulary. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Guess the Meanings of 
Words from Context. 
 
b. Prefixes, RH Lesson 43: Students will learn a 



 

when a known affix is added to a known word (e.g., 
agreeable/disagreeable, comfortable/uncomfortable, 
care/careless, heat/preheat). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d. Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print 
and digital, to determine or clarify the precise meaning 
of key words and phrases. 

prefix is one or more letters added to the beginning 
of a word that changes the meaning of the word. 
Student Workbook pp. 107-109 
Other Suffixes, Lesson 58: Students will learn 
that a suffix is one or more letters added to the end 
of a word, changing the meaning of the word and 
sometimes its part of speech. Student Workbook 
pp. 163-166. ESOL Supplement – Suffixes p. 
708. 
 
d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: Fourth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

g. Correctly use frequently confused words (e.g., to, 
too, two; there, their). 
 

g. Synonyms, Antonyms, and More, Lesson 68:  
Students will learn the meanings of the following 
grammar terms: synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, 
homophones, heteronyms, and palindromes. 

 
 

2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
when writing. 

 
a. Use correct capitalization. 
 
 
 
b. Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct 
speech and quotations from a text. 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a 
compound sentence. 
 
 
d. Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting 
references as needed. 

a. Sentences and Intonation, Lesson 6: Students 
will learn to capitalize appropriate words in 
sentences. Student Workbook pp. 13-14. 
 
b. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas in direct speech. Student Workbook pp. 
17-18. 
Direct and Indirect Quotations, Lesson 12: 
Students will learn to mark quotations from a text. 
Student Workbook pp. 29-30. 
 
c. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas in sentences. Student Workbook pp. 17-
18. 
 
d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Students are given 
practice in using a dictionary appropriately. 
 



 

 
 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 

reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 
 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or 
restatements in text) as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase. 
 
 
 
b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin 
affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 
(e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 
 
 
c. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, 
glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find 
the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise 
meaning of key words and phrases. 

a. English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Students are given 
practice in guessing the meanings of words from 
context. 
 
 
b. English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 7: Students are given 
practice is studying adding prefixes to root words. 
 
 
c. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed, to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Students are given 
practice in using a dictionary appropriately. 
 

 
5. Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

 
c. Demonstrate understanding of words by relating 
them to their opposites (antonyms) and to words with 
similar but not identical meanings (synonyms). 

c. Synonyms, Antonyms, and More, Lesson 68:  
Students will learn the meanings of the following 
grammar terms: synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, 
homophones, heteronyms, and palindromes. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: Fifth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

a. Use punctuation to separate items in a series. 
 
 
 
b. Use a comma to separate an introductory element 
from the rest of the sentence. 
 
 
c. Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., 
Yes, thank you), to set off a tag question from the rest 
of the sentence (e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate 
direct address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?). 
 
e. Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting 
references as needed. 

a. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas to separate items in a series. Student 
Workbook pp. 17-18. 
 
b. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to 
separate an introductory element from the rest of 
the sentence. Student Workbook pp. 17-18. 
 
c. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
a comma to set off the words yes and no, and to 
indicate direct address. Student Workbook pp. 17-
18. 
 
e. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use context (e.g., cause/effect relationships and 
comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase. 
 
 
b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin 
affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 
(e.g., photograph, photosynthesis). 
 
 
c. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, 
glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find 

a. English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Students are given 
practice in guessing the meanings of words from 
context. 
 
b. English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 7: Students are given 
practice is studying adding prefixes to root words. 
ESOL Supplement – Suffixes p. 708. 
 
c. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 



 

the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise 
meaning of key words and phrases. 
 

materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings and 
pronunciations. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Students are given 
practice in using a dictionary appropriately. 
 

 
5. Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

 
c. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., 
synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better 
understand each of the words. 

c. Synonyms, Antonyms, and More, Lesson 68:  
Students will learn the meanings of the following 
grammar terms: synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, 
homophones, heteronyms, and palindromes. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: Sixth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

a. Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to 
set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements. 
 
 
b. Spell correctly. 
 

a. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas in sentences. Student Workbook pp. 17-
18. 
 
b. Reading Horizons lessons logically and 
sequentially teaches the framework of phonics. 
Embedded within each phonics skill lesson is a list 
of suggested spelling words following the particular 
phonics skill. Utilizing the unique marking system 
to decode words helps students learn to correctly 
spell words. 
Phonics Skills Lessons: Lessons 3-5, 7, 9-10, 
11, 15-17, 18, 21-22, 24-26,  28, 30-36, 38-39, 41-
42, 44-45, 47-50, 51-54, 55-57, 60-62, and 63-67. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence 
or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a 
sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin 
affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 
(e.g., audience, auditory, audible). 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Students will learn to use context (e.g., the 
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a 
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue 
to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 6: Sort Vocabulary. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Guess the Meanings of 
Words from Context. 
 
b. Prefixes, RH Lesson 43: Students will learn a 
prefix is one or more letters added to the beginning 
of a word that changes the meaning of the word. 
Student Workbook pp. 107-109 
Other Suffixes, Lesson 58 : Students will learn 
that a suffix is one or more letters added to the end 
of a word, changing the meaning of the word and 
usually its part of speech. Student Workbook pp. 



 

 
 
 
 
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning 
of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred 
meaning in context or in a dictionary). 
 

163-166. ESOL Supplement – Suffixes p. 708. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 7: Study Prefixes and Roots. 
 
d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; 
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

 
 6. The Reading Horizons Vocabulary software 

component provides over 10,000 words with their 
corresponding definitions and context sentences 
and allows students to practice decoding. Students 
are shown a visual representation of the word; the 
translation into one of the supported languages, if 
selected; and students are able to record 
themselves pronouncing the word to compare their 
pronunciation with the narrator's.  
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: Seventh 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

a. Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives 
(e.g., It was a fascinating, enjoyable movie but not He 
wore an old[,] green shirt). 
 
b. Spell correctly. 
 

a. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas in sentences. Student Workbook pp. 17-
18. 
 
b. Reading Horizons lessons logically and 
sequentially teaches the framework of phonics. 
Embedded within each phonics skill lesson is a list 
of suggested spelling words following the particular 
phonics skill. Utilizing the unique marking system 
to decode words helps students learn to correctly 
spell words. 
Phonics Skills Lessons: Lessons 3-5, 7, 9-10, 
11, 15-17, 18, 21-22, 24-26,  28, 30-36, 38-39, 41-
42, 44-45, 47-50, 51-54, 55-57, 60-62, and 63-67. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence 
or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a 
sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin 
affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 
(e.g., belligerent, bellicose, rebel). 
 
 
 

a. Students will learn to use context (e.g., the 
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a 
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue 
to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 6: Sort Vocabulary. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Guess the Meanings of 
Words from Context. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
b. Prefixes, RH Lesson 43: Students will learn a 
prefix is one or more letters added to the beginning 
of a word that changes the meaning of the word. 
Student Workbook pp. 107-109 
Other Suffixes, Lesson 58: Students will learn 
that a suffix is one or more letters added to the end 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Consult general and specialized reference materials 
(e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print 
and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of 
speech. 
 
 
 
 
 
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning 
of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred 
meaning in context or in a dictionary). 
 

of a word, changing the meaning of the word and 
usually its part of speech. Student Workbook pp. 
163-166. ESOL Supplement – Suffixes p. 708. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 7: Study Prefixes and Roots. 
 
c. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; 
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

 
 6. The Reading Horizons Vocabulary software 

component provides over 10,000 words with their 
corresponding definitions and context sentences 
and allows students to practice decoding. Students 
are shown a visual representation of the word; the 
translation into one of the supported languages, if 
selected; and students are able to record 
themselves pronouncing the word to compare their 
pronunciation with the narrator's. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: Eighth 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

a. Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives 
(e.g., It was a fascinating, enjoyable movie but not He 
wore an old[,] green shirt). 
 
b. Spell correctly. 
 

a. Commas, Lesson 8: Students will learn to use 
commas in sentences. Student Workbook pp. 17-
18. 
 
b. Reading Horizons lessons logically and 
sequentially teaches the framework of phonics. 
Embedded within each phonics skill lesson is a list 
of suggested spelling words following the particular 
phonics skill. Utilizing the unique marking system 
to decode words helps students learn to correctly 
spell words. 
Phonics Skills Lessons: Lessons 3-5, 7, 9-10, 
11, 15-17, 18, 21-22, 24-26,  28, 30-36, 38-39, 41-
42, 44-45, 47-50, 51-54, 55-57, 60-62, and 63-67. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence 
or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a 
sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin 
affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 
(e.g., belligerent, bellicose, rebel). 
 
 
 

a. Students will learn to use context (e.g., the 
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a 
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue 
to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 6: Sort Vocabulary. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Guess the Meanings of 
Words from Context. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
b. Prefixes, RH Lesson 43: Students will learn a 
prefix is one or more letters added to the beginning 
of a word that changes the meaning of the word. 
Student Workbook pp. 107-109 
Other Suffixes, Lesson 58 : Students will learn 
that a suffix is one or more letters added to the end 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Consult general and specialized reference materials 
(e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print 
and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of 
speech. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning 
of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred 
meaning in context or in a dictionary). 
 

of a word, changing the meaning of the word and 
usually its part of speech. Student Workbook pp. 
163-166. ESOL Supplement – Suffixes p. 708. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 7: Study Prefixes and Roots. 
 
c. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings, and 
pronunciation. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct meanings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; 
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

 
 6. The Reading Horizons Vocabulary software 

component provides over 10,000 words with their 
corresponding definitions and context sentences 
and allows students to practice decoding. Students 
are shown a visual representation of the word; the 
translation into one of the supported languages, if 
selected; and students are able to record 
themselves pronouncing the word to compare their 
pronunciation with the narrator's. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: 9-10 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 

when writing. 
 

c. Spell correctly. c. Reading Horizons lessons logically and 
sequentially teaches the framework of phonics. 
Embedded within each phonics skill lesson is a list 
of suggested spelling words following the particular 
phonics skill. Utilizing the unique marking system 
to decode words helps students learn to correctly 
spell words. 
Phonics Skills Lessons: Lessons 3-5, 7, 9-10, 
11, 15-17, 18, 21-22, 24-26,  28, 30-36, 38-39, 41-
42, 44-45, 47-50, 51-54, 55-57, 60-62, and 63-67. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grades 
9–10 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a 
sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or 
function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Consult general and specialized reference materials 
(e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print 
and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning, its part of 
speech, or its etymology. 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Students will learn to use context (e.g., the 
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a 
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue 
to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 6: Sort Vocabulary. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Guess the Meanings of 
Words from Context. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
c. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 



 

d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning 
of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred 
meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
6. Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain-specific words and phrases, sufficient for 

reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness level; demonstrate 
independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to 

comprehension or expression. 
 

 6. The Reading Horizons Vocabulary software 
component provides over 10,000 words with their 
corresponding definitions and context sentences 
and allows students to practice decoding. Students 
are shown a visual representation of the word; the 
translation into one of the supported languages, if 
selected; and students are able to record 
themselves pronouncing the word to compare their 
pronunciation with the narrator's. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 
 Language Standards 
Grade: 11-12 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Conventions of Standard English 
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 
 

b. Resolve issues of complex or contested usage, 
consulting references (e.g., Merriam-Webster’s 
Dictionary of English Usage, Garner’s Modern 
American Usage) as needed. 
 

b. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 
2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 

when writing. 
 

c. Spell correctly. 
 

c. Reading Horizons lessons logically and 
sequentially teaches the framework of phonics. 
Embedded within each phonics skill lesson is a list 
of suggested spelling words following the particular 
phonics skill. Utilizing the unique marking system 
to decode words helps students learn to correctly 
spell words. 
Phonics Skills Lessons: Lessons 3-5, 7, 9-10, 
11, 15-17, 18, 21-22, 24-26,  28, 30-36, 38-39, 41-
42, 44-45, 47-50, 51-54, 55-57, 60-62, and 63-67. 
 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 

4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11–12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

 
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a 
sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or 
function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase. 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Students will learn to use context (e.g., the 
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a 
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue 
to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 6: Sort Vocabulary. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 10: Guess the Meanings of 
Words from Context. 



 

 
 
 
c. Consult general and specialized reference materials 
(e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print 
and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning, its part of 
speech, its etymology, or its standard usage. 
 
 
 
 
 
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning 
of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred 
meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
c. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
Parts of Speech – ESOL Supplement pp. 716-
717 
 
d. Dictionary Skills, ESOL Supplement pp. 711-
713. Students will learn how to use reference 
materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings. 
English Language Enhancement (ELE), 
Vocabulary Strategy 9: Use a Dictionary 
Appropriately. 
 

 



 

Reading Horizons Curriculum Correlation 
 

Common Core Standards 
Content Area: English Language Arts 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Sciences, and 
Technical Subjects 

Grade: 6-8 
 

Common Core Standard 2011 Reading Horizons v5 
 

Key Ideas and Details 
 

3. Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process 
related to history/social studies (e.g., how a bill 
becomes law, how interest rates are raised or 
lowered). 

6.  Reading Horizons v5 Reading Library 
Teacher Edition: The Reading Library Teacher 
Edition contains a variety of graphic organizers to 
help students visually arrange and classify the 
information they read in the passages. 
Graphic Organizer – To Show Sequence: 
Reading Library Teacher Edition p. 52. 
 

 



 
 

 

Reading Horizons Discovery™ Correlation to the 
Common Core State Standards Reading Standards: 

Foundational Skills (K-3) 
 

�
KINDERGARTEN��

Reading�Standards:�Foundational�Skills�
�

Common�Core�Standard� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�(RHD)�
Print�Concepts:�

Demonstrate�understanding�of�the�organization�and�basic�features�of�print.�
a.�Follow�words�from�left�to�right,�top�to�bottom,�and�
page�by�page.�
�
�
�
b.�Recognize�that�spoken�words�are�represented�in�
written�language�by�specific�sequences�of�letters.�
�
�
�
�
c.�Understand�that�words�are�separated�by�spaces�in�
print.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
d.�Recognize�and�name�all�upperͲ�and�lowercase�
letters�of�the�alphabet.�

a.�The�Slide,�Lesson�4:�Students�will�learn�to�read,�
going�from�left�to�right�with�the�aid�of�“sliding”�
sounds�together�left�to�right�and�visually�seeing�an�
arrow�guiding�them�left�to�right.�
�
b.�Building�Words,�Lesson�8;�Nonsense�Words,�
Lesson�9:�Students�will�learn�that�spoken�words�
consist�of�written�language�in�a�specific�sequence.��
Students�will�learn�what�constitutes�a�real�or�a�
nonsense�word�and�how�the�word�is�formed.�
�
c.�Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�25:�Students�will�
understand�that�a�word�has�a�beginning�and�an�
ending.�Each�word�in�a�sentence�must�be�
separated�by�a�space�to�show�the�beginning�and�
ending�of�each�word�in�the�sentence.�When�there�
is�more�than�one�sentence,�students�will�learn�that�
each�sentence�begins�with�an�uppercase�(capital�
letter)�and�ends�with�a�punctuation�mark,�and�
there�will�be�spacing�between�each�sentence�to�
show�each�sentence�has�a�beginning�and�an�
ending.�
�
d.�Letter�Lessons�2,�3,�5,�6,�7,�12,�13,�14,�15,�16,�19,�
20,�21,�22,�23,�27,�28,�29,�30,�31,�33,�34,�35,�36,�37;�
Alphabetical�Order,�Lesson�38:�The�alphabetic�
principle�is�taught�and�followed�when�teaching�the�
letters�in�each�of�the�RHD�letter�lessons.�UpperͲ�
and�lowercase�letters�are�taught�with�their�
corresponding�sounds�in�each�lesson.�Alphabetical�
order�is�reinforced�at�the�conclusion�of�teaching�all�
letters.���
�



 
 

 

��Phonological�Awareness:�
Demonstrate�understanding�of�spoken�words,�syllables,�and�sounds�(phonemes)�

a.�Recognize�and�produce�rhyming�words.�
�
�
�
b.�Count,�pronounce,�blend,�and�segment�syllables�in�
spoken�words.�
�
�
�
c.�Blend�and�segment�onsets�and�rimes�of�singleͲ
syllable�spoken�words.�
�
�
�
d.�Isolate�and�pronounce�the�initial,�medial�vowel,�and�
final�sounds�(phonemes)�in�threeͲphoneme�
(consonantͲvowelͲconsonant,�or�CVC)�words.*�(This�
does�not�include�CVCs�ending�with�/l/,�/r/,�or�/x/.)�
�
e.�Add�or�substitute�individual�sounds�(phonemes)�in�
simple,�oneͲsyllable�words�to�make�new�words.�

a.�Phonemic�Awareness—Teacher�Supplement:�
Rhyming�Words:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
words�that�have�a�rhyming�pattern.�
�
b.�Phonemic�Awareness—Teacher�Supplement:�
Syllable�Identification:�This�lesson�defines�syllables�
and�helps�students�to�recognize,�manipulate,�and�
count�syllables�in�spoken�words.�
�
c.�Phonemic�Awareness—Teacher�Supplement:�
Oral�Blending:�This�lesson�teaches�identification�of�
words�by�blending�onsets�and�rimes�of�singleͲ
syllable�words.��
�
d.�Phonemic�Awareness—Teacher�Supplement:�
Phoneme�Identification.�This�lesson�teaches�
identification�of�initial,�final,�and�medial�phonemes�
in�CVC�words.�
�
e.�Phonemic�Awareness�Supplement:�Phoneme�
Placement�and�Manipulation.�This�lesson�teaches�
placement�and�manipulation�of�initial,�medial,�and�
final�phonemes�in�singleͲsyllable�words.�
�

Phonics�and�Word�Recognition:�
Know�and�apply�gradeͲlevel�phonics�and�word�analysis�skills�in�decoding�words.�

a.�Demonstrate�basic�knowledge�of�oneͲtoͲone�
letterͲsound�correspondences�by�producing�the�
primary�or�many�of�the�most�frequent�sound�for�each�
consonant.�
�
�
b.�Associate�the�long�and�short�sounds�with�common�
spellings�(graphemes)�for�the�five�major�vowels.�
�
�
�
�
c.�Read�common�highͲfrequency�words�by�sight�
(e.g.,�the,�of,�to,�you,�she,�my,�is,�are,�do,�does).�
�
�
�
�

a.�Consonant�Letter�Lessons�3,�5,�6,�7,�12,�13,�14,�
15,�19,�20,�21,�22,��26,�27,�28,�29,�30,�33,�34,�36,�
37;�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards:�This�
lesson�teaches�identification�of�oneͲtoͲone�
letter/sound�correspondence�for�alphabet�letters.�
�
b.�Long�and�Short�Vowels,�Lessons�2,�16,�23,�31,�
35,�57;�Five�Phonetic�Skills,�Whole�Class�and�
Student�Transfer�Cards:�Identify�the�five�major�
vowel�sounds,�using�diacritical�markings�to�
determine�long�or�short�sounds.��
�
c.�Most�Common�Words�Lessons�10,�17,�24,�32,�40,�
41,�48,�53:�Read�common�highͲfrequency�words�by�
sight.�There�are�eight�lists�of�words�equal�30�words�
in�total�(e.g.,�the,�of,�it,�to,�a,�is,�in,�you,�he,�was,�I).�
�
�



 
 

 

d.�Distinguish�between�similarly�spelled�words�by�
identifying�the�sounds�of�the�letters�that�differ.�

�

d.�The�Slide�and�Build�a�Word;�Alphabet�Letter�
Lessons�(spelling�words�within�lessons):�
Distinguish�between�similarly�spelled�words�by�
identifying�the�sounds�of�the�letters�that�differ�
(e.g.,�cat/sat;�man/mat;�pin/pen).�
�

Fluency:�
Read�emergentͲreader�texts�with�purpose�and�understanding.�

Not�stated�in�Common�Core�Standards�for�
Kindergarten.�

Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�Ten�
controlledͲvocabulary�fiction�and�nonͲfiction�
stories�incorporate�the�phonic�sounds�and�highͲ
frequency�words�learned�from�each�lesson.�
�

��
�

FIRST�GRADE��
Reading�Standards:�Foundational�Skills��

�
Common�Core�Standard� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�(RHD)�

��Print�Concepts:�
Demonstrate�understanding�of�the�organization�and�basic�features�of�print.�

a.�Recognize�the�distinguishing�features�of�a�sentence�
(e.g.,�first�word,�capitalization,�ending�punctuation).�
�

a.��Capitalization,�Lesson�5;�Punctuation,�Lesson�
11;��Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�54:��

x Students�learn�what�a�sentence�is,�namely�
that�a�sentence�is�a�group�of�words�put�
together�to�tell�a�complete�thought�or�idea.��
Students�learn�that�every�sentence�must�
begin�with�an�uppercase�(capital)�letter�and�
end�with�a�punctuation�mark.���

x Students�learn�about�declarative�sentences.
x Students�learn�about�interrogative�

sentences.���
x Students�learn�about�exclamatory�

sentences.���
�

Phonological�Awareness:�
Demonstrate�understanding�of�spoken�words,�syllables,�and�sounds�(phonemes)�

a.�Distinguish�long�from�short�vowel�sounds�in�spoken�
singleͲsyllable�words.�
�
�
�
�
�
�

a.��Five�Phonetic�Skills,�Lessons�32,�33,�40,�42,�43,�
50;�Short�and�Long�Vowels,�Lesson�31;�Two�Vowel�
Posters;�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards:��
Students�learn�to�identify�the�five�major�vowel�
sounds,�using�diacritical�markings�to�determine�
long�or�short�sounds.�
�
�



 
 

 

b.�Orally�produce�singleͲsyllable�words�by�blending�
sounds�(phonemes),�including�consonant�blends.�
�
�
�
�
�
c.�Isolate�and�pronounce�initial,�medial�vowel,�and�
final�sounds�(phonemes)�in�spoken�singleͲsyllable�
words.�
�
�
d.�Segment�spoken�singleͲsyllable�words�into�their�
complete�sequence�of�individual�sounds�(phonemes).�

b.�Phonemic�Awareness�Supplement:�Oral�
Blending;�Building�Words,�Lesson�3;�Consonant�
Letter�Blends,�Lessons�18,�19,�20,�22:�Students�
learn�to�identify�words�by�blending�the�sounds�
(including�consonant�Blends)�in�singleͲsyllable�
words.�
�
c.�Phonemic�Awareness�Supplement:�Phoneme�
Identification;�Building�Words,�Lesson�3:��Students�
learn�to�identify�initial,�final,�and�medial�phonemes�
in�CVC�words.�
�
d.�Phonemic�Awareness�Supplement:�Phoneme�
Placement�and�Manipulation.�Students�learn�
placement�and�manipulation�of�initial,�medial,�and�
final�phonemes�in�singleͲsyllable�words.�
�

��Phonics�and�Word�Recognition:�
Know�and�apply�gradeͲlevel�phonics�and�word�analysis�skills�in�decoding�words.�

a.�Know�the�spellingͲsound�correspondences�for�
common�consonant�digraphs.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
b.�Decode�regularly�spelled�oneͲsyllable�words.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

a.�Students�will�know�and�identify�the�
spelling/sound�correspondence�for�common�
consonant�Digraphs.�

x Voiced�and�Voiceless�TH,�Lesson�27;�Whole�
Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards;�42�
Sounds�Poster.�

�
x Digraphs�SH,�CH,�WH,�and�PH,�Lesson�28;�

Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards;�
42�Sounds�Poster.�

�
x Special�Vowel�Combinations�ͲLL,�ͲNG,�ͲNK,�

Lesson�25;�Whole�Class�and�Student�
Transfer�Cards;�42�Sounds�Poster.���

�
b.�Students�will�decode�singleͲsyllable�words�and�
identify�vowel�sounds,�using�a�unique�marking�
system.�

x Phonetic�Skill�1�and�2,�Lessons�32Ͳ33�(short�
vowel�cvc,�ccvc,�ccvcc);�Two�Vowel�Posters;�
Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards.�

�
x Vowel�Families�O�and�I,�Lesson�40;�Whole�

Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards.�
�
�



 
 

 

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
c.�Know�final�-e�and�common�vowel�team�conventions�
for�representing�long�vowel�sounds.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
d.�Use�knowledge�that�every�syllable�must�have�a�
vowel�sound�to�determine�the�number�of�syllables�in�a�
printed�word.�
�
�
�
�
e.�Decode�twoͲsyllable�words�following�basic�patterns�
by�breaking�the�words�into�syllables.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

x Phonetic�Skill�3,�Lesson�42�(long�vowel�cv);�
Two�Vowel�Posters;�Whole�Class�and�
Student�Transfer�Cards).�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�4,�Lesson�43;�Two�Vowel�

Posters;�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards).�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�5,�Lesson�50�(adjacent�vowel�

cvvc);�Two�Vowel�Posters;�Whole�Class�and�
Student�Transfer�Cards.��

�
c.�Identify�the�five�major�vowel�sounds,�using�
diacritical�markings�to�determine�long�sounds�
(Silent�E�and�Adjacent�Vowels).�

x Phonetic�Skill�4,�Lesson�43;�Whole�Class�
and�Student�Transfer�Cards.�

�
x Spelling�with�ͲKE,�Lesson�44;�Whole�Class�

and�Student�Transfer�Cards.�
�

x Another�Sound�for�C�and�G,�Lesson�47.�
�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�5;�Two�Vowel�Posters,�Whole�

Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards.���
�
d.��Five�Phonetic�Skills,�Lessons�32,�33,�42,�43,�50;�
Two�Decoding�Skills,�Lessons�61,�66;�Lessons�73,�
82,�99;�Vowel�Poster�and�Two�Decoding�Skills�
Poster:�Identify�vowels�by�marking�them�to�
determine�the�number�of�syllables�in�a�printed�
word.��
�
e.�Decode�twoͲsyllable�words,�following�the�
patterns�to�determine�how�many�syllables�are�in�a�
printed�word�and�the�correct�vowel�sound�for�each�
syllable.�

x Decoding�Skill�1,�Lesson�61;�Two�Decoding�
Skills�Poster,�Whole�Class�and�Student�
Transfer�Cards.�

�
x Decoding�Skill�2,�Lesson�66;�Two�Decoding�

Skills�Poster,�Whole�Class�and�Student�
Transfer�Cards.�



 
 

 

�
�
�
�
�
�
f.�Read�words�with�inflectional�endings.�
�
�
�
�
�
g.�Recognize�and�read�gradeͲappropriate�irregularly�
spelled�words.�

�
x Decoding�TwoͲSyllable�Words,�Lesson�73;�

Two�Decoding�Skills�Poster,�Whole�Class�
and�Student�Transfer�Cards.���

�
f.�Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�ͲEST,�
Lessons�23,�37,�38,�48,�55,�71;�Whole�Class�and�
Student�Transfer�Cards:�Students�will�spell�and�
read�words�with�printed�inflectional�endings�(e.g.,�
dress/dresses,�hop/hopping,�jump/jumped,�
late/later).����
�
g.��Most�Common�Words�Lessons�2,�7,�9,�12,�15,�
17,�24,�29,�36,�41,�46,�51,�56,�58,�60,�65,�70,�75,�81,�
85,�92,�98:�Read�common�highͲfrequency�words�by�
sight�(300�words�divided�into�22�lists/lessons).�
�

Fluency:�
Read�with�sufficient�accuracy�and�fluency�to�support�comprehension.�

a.�Read�onͲlevel�text�with�purpose�and�understanding.�
�
�
�
�
b.�Read�onͲlevel�text�orally�with�accuracy,�appropriate�
rate,�and�expression�on�successive�readings.�
�
�
�
c.�Use�context�to�confirm�or�selfͲcorrect�word�
recognition�and�understanding,�rereading�as�
necessary.�

a.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
controlledͲvocabulary�fiction�and�nonͲfiction�
Lexiled®�stories�incorporate�the�phonic�sounds�and�
highͲfrequency�words�learned�from�each�lesson.�
�
b.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
fiction�and�nonͲfiction�Lexiled®�stories�incorporate�
the�phonic�sounds�and�highͲfrequency�words�
learned�from�each�lesson.�
�
c.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
fiction�and�nonͲfiction�stories�incorporate�the�
phonic�sounds�and�highͲfrequency�words�learned�
from�each�lesson.�Each�story�contains�
comprehension�questions.�
�

�
�

SECOND�GRADE��
Reading�Standards:�Foundational�Skills��

�
Common�Core�Standard� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�(RHD)�

Phonics�and�Word�Recognition:�
Know�and�apply�gradeͲlevel�phonics�and�word�analysis�skills�in�decoding�words.�



 
 

 

a.�Distinguish�long�and�short�vowels�when�reading�
regularly�spelled�oneͲsyllable�words.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
b.�Know�spellingͲsound�correspondences�for�additional�
common�vowel�teams.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

a.�Students�will�decode�singleͲsyllable�words�and�
identify�vowel�sounds,�using�a�unique�marking�
system.�

x Phonetic�Skills�1�and�2,�Lessons�32Ͳ33�
(short�vowel�cvc,�ccvc,�ccvcc);�Two�Vowel�
Posters,�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards.�

�
x Vowel�Families�O�and�I,�Lesson�40;�Whole�

Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards.�
�

x Phonetic�Skill�3,�Lesson�42;�Two�Vowel�
Posters,�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards.�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�4,�Lesson�43;�Two�Vowel�

Posters,�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards.�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�5,�Lesson�50;�Two�Vowel�

Posters,�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards.�

�
b.�Identify�the�five�major�vowel�sounds,�using�
diacritical�markings�to�determine�long�sounds.�

x Phonetic�Skill�5�(Adjacent�Vowels),�Lesson�
50:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�common�
adjacent�vowel�spelling/sound�
correspondences.��

x RͲControlled�Vowels�(Murmur�
Diphthongs),�Lessons�76Ͳ78;�42�Sounds�
Poster,�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�and�
know�spelling/sound�correspondences�for�
additional�vowel�teams.�

x Special�Vowel�Sounds�(diphthongs),�
Lessons�86Ͳ89;�42�Sounds�Poster,�Whole�
Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards:�Students�
will�learn�to�identify�and�know�
spelling/sound�correspondences�for�
additional�vowel�teams.�

�
�
�
�



 
 

 

c.�Decode�regularly�spelled�twoͲsyllable�words�with�
long�vowels.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
d.�Decode�words�with�common�prefixes�and�suffixes.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
e.�Identify�words�with�inconsistent�but�common�
spellingͲsound�correspondences.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
f.�Recognize�and�read�gradeͲappropriate�irregularly�
spelled�words.�

c.�Decode�twoͲsyllable�words�following�the�
patterns�to�determine�how�many�syllables�are�in�a�
printed�word�and�the�correct�vowel�sound�for�each�
syllable.�

x Decoding�Skill�1,�Lesson�61;�Two�Decoding�
Skills�Poster,�Whole�Class�and�Student�
Transfer�Cards,�RHD�Little�Book�61.�
�

x The�Last�Job�of�Y,�Lesson�64;�Whole�Class�
and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�RHD�Little�
Book�64.�

�
Decoding�Skill�2,�Lesson�66;�Two�Decoding�Skills�
Poster,�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�
RHD�Little�Book�66.�

x Decoding�TwoͲSyllable�Words,�Lesson�73;�
Two�Decoding�Skills�Poster,�Whole�Class�
and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�RHD�Little�
Book�73.��

�
d.�Students�will�spell�and�read�words�with�common�
prefixes�and�suffixes.�

x Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�ͲEST,�
Lessons�23,�37,�38,�48,�55;�Whole�Class�and�
Student�Transfer�Cards;�Little�Books�23,�37,�
38,�48,�55.�

�
x Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�

79;�Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�
Cards.�

�
e.�Identify�words�with�inconsistent�but�common�
spellingͲsound�correspondences�(e.g.,�cost/most;�
hint/hind;�doll/roll).�

x Special�Vowel�Combinations�ͲLL,�ͲNG,�and�Ͳ
NK,�Lesson�25;�Whole�Class�and�Student�
Transfer�Cards.�

�
x Vowel�Families�O�and�I,�Lesson�40;�Whole�

Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards.�
�
f.�Most�Common�Words�Lessons�2,�7,�9,�12,�15,�17,�
24,�29,�36,�41,�46,�51,�56,�58,�60,�65,�70,�75,�81,�85,�
92,�98:�Read�common�highͲfrequency�words�by�
sight�(300�words�divided�into�22�lists/lessons).�



 
 

 

Fluency:�
Read�emergentͲreader�texts�with�purpose�and�understanding.�

a.�Read�onͲlevel�text�with�purpose�and�understanding.�
�
�
�
�
b.�Read�onͲlevel�text�orally�with�accuracy,�appropriate�
rate,�and�expression�on�successive�readings.�
�
�
�
c.�Use�context�to�confirm�or�selfͲcorrect�word�
recognition�

a.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
controlled�vocabulary�fiction�and�nonͲfiction�
Lexiled®�stories�incorporate�the�phonic�sounds�and�
highͲfrequency�words�learned�from�each�lesson.�
�
b.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�
Controlled�vocabulary�fiction�and�nonͲfiction�
Lexiled®�stories�incorporate�the�phonic�sounds�and�
highͲfrequency�words�learned�from�each�lesson.�
�
c.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
fiction�and�nonͲfiction�stories�incorporate�the�
phonic�sounds�and�highͲfrequency�words�learned�
from�each�lesson.�Each�story�contains�
comprehension�questions.�
�

�
�

THIRD�GRADE��
Reading�Standards:�Foundational�Skills��

�
Common�Core�Standard� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�(RHD)�

Phonics�and�Word�Recognition:�
Know�and�apply�gradeͲlevel�phonics�and�word�analysis�skills�in�decoding�words.�

a.�Identify�and�know�the�meaning�of�the�most�
common�prefixes�and�derivational�suffixes.�
�
�
�
�
b.�Decode�words�with�common�Latin�suffixes.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
c.�Decode�multiͲsyllable�words.�
�
�
�
�
�
�

a.�Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79;�
Other�Suffixes�ͲTION,�ͲSION,�ͲOUS,�Lesson�93;�
Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards:�Students�
will�spell�and�read�words�with�common�prefixes�
and�suffixes.�
�
b.�Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79;�
Other�Suffixes�ͲTION,�ͲSION,�ͲOUS,�Lesson�93;�
Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards:�Decode�
twoͲsyllable�words,�understanding�that�some�
suffixes�create�their�own�syllables�and�change�the�
meaning�of�the�word.��
�
c.�Decode�multiͲsyllabic�words,�following�the�
patterns�to�determine�how�many�syllables�are�in�a�
printed�word�and�the�correct�vowel�sound�for�each�
syllable.��
�

x Decoding�Skill�1,�Lesson�61;�Whole�Class�
and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�Little�Book�61.�



 
 

 

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
d.�Read�gradeͲappropriate�irregularly�spelled�words.�

�
x Decoding�Skill�2,�Lesson�66;�Whole�Class�

and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�Little�Book�66.�
�

x Double�Consonants,�Lesson�68;�Whole�
Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards;�Little�
Book�68.�
�

x ͲLE�at�the�End�of�a�Word,�Lesson�69;�Whole�
Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards;�Little�
Book�69.�

�
x Decoding�MultiͲSyllabic�Words,�Lesson�82;�

Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�
Little�Book�82.�

�
x Decoding�Exceptions,�Lesson�91;�Whole�

Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�Little�
Book�91.�

�
x Letter�Combinations�That�Split,�Lesson�94;�

Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards.��
�
d.��Most�Common�Words�Lessons�2,�7,�9,�12,�15,�
17,�24,�29,�36,�41,�46,�51,�56,�58,�60,�65,�70,�75,�81,�
85,�92,�98:�Read�common�highͲfrequency�words�by�
sight�(300�words�divided�into�22�lists/lessons).�

x Other�Sounds�for�EA�and�IE/EI,�Lesson�95;�
Whole�Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�
Little�Book�95.�

�
x Reversed�Vowels,�Lesson�96;�Whole�Class�

and�Student�Transfer�Cards,�Little�Book�96:�
Irregular�spelling�patterns�for�common�
words.�

�
  



 
 

 

Fluency:�
Read�emergentͲreader�texts�with�purpose�and�understanding.�

a.�Read�onͲlevel�text�with�purpose�and�understanding.�
�
�
�
�
b.�Read�onͲlevel�prose�and�poetry�orally�with�accuracy,�
appropriate�rate,�and�expression�on�successive�
readings.�
�
c.�Use�context�to�confirm�or�selfͲcorrect�word�
recognition�and�understanding,�rereading�as�
necessary.�

�a.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
controlled�vocabulary�fiction�and�nonͲfiction�
Lexiled®�stories�incorporate�the�phonic�sounds�and�
highͲfrequency�words�learned�from�each�lesson.�
�
b.�54�Lexiled®�fiction�(including�poetry)�and�nonͲ
fiction�Little�Books.�
�
�
c.�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�
fiction�and�nonͲfiction�stories�incorporate�the�
phonic�sounds�and�highͲfrequency�words�learned�
from�each�lesson.�Each�story�contains�
comprehension�questions.��

 
 



 
 

 

Reading Horizons Discovery™ Correlation to the 
Common Core State Standards Language Standards 

(K-3) 
  

�
KINDERGARTEN��

Language�Standards�
�

Common�Core�Standard�� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�
��Conventions�of�Standard�English�

Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�grammar�and�usage�when�writing�or�speaking.�
a.��Print�many�upperͲ�and�lowercase�letters.�
�
�
�
�
�
b.��Use�frequently�occurring�nouns�and�verbs.�
�
�
�
�
�
c.��Form�regular�plural�nouns�orally�by�adding�/s/�or�
/es/�(e.g.,�dog,�dogs;�wish,�wishes).�
�
�
d.��Understand�and�use�question�words�
(interrogatives)�(e.g.,�who,�what,�where,�when,�why,�
how).�
�
e.��Use�the�most�frequently�occurring�prepositions�
(e.g.,�to,�from,�in,�out,�on,�off,�for,�of,�by,�with).�
�
�
�
�
f.��Produce�and�expand�complete�sentences�in�shared�
language�activities.�

a.��Consonant�and�Vowel�Letters,�Lessons�2,�3,�5Ͳ7,�
12Ͳ16,�19Ͳ23,�26Ͳ31,�33Ͳ37;�Letter�Formation�Cards:�
Students�learn�to�print�and�identify�oneͲtoͲone�
letter/sound�correspondence�for�alphabet�letters�
(consonants�and�primary�vowels).�
�
b.��Nouns,�Lesson�42:�Students�will�learn�that�a�noun�
is�a�person,�place,�or�thing.��
Verbs,�Lesson�49:�Students�will�learn�that�a�verb�is�a�
word�that�shows�action.�
�
�
c.��Double�S,�F,�and�Z�and�Plurals,�Lesson�47:�
Students�will�learn�to�form�regular�plural�nouns�
orally�by�adding�/s/�or�/es/.���
�
d.�Punctuation,�Lesson�18;�Sentence�Structure,�
Lesson�25:�Students�learn�about�question�words�
(who,�what,�when,�where,�why,�do,�will,�can,�how).�
�
e.��Most�Common�Words,�Lessons�10,�17,�24,�32,�40,�
41,�48,�53:�Students�learn�to�read�common�highͲ
frequency�words�by�sight.�Eight�lists�of�
words/lessons�equal�30�words�in�total�(e.g.,�by,�for,�
from,�in,�on,�of,�to,�with).�
�
f.��Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�25.�����
�
�



 
 

 

��Conventions�of�Standard�English:�
Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�capitalization,�punctuation,�and�spelling�when�

writing.�
a.�Capitalize�the�first�word�in�a�sentence�and�the�
pronoun�I.�
�
�
�
�
�
b.�Recognize�and�name�end�punctuation.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
c.�Write�a�letter�or�letters�for�most�consonant�and�
short�vowel�sounds�(phonemes).�
�
�
�
�
�
d.�Spell�simple�words�phonetically,�drawing�on�
knowledge�of�soundͲletter�relationships.�

a.��Capitalization,�Lesson�11:�Students�will�learn�
that�each�sentence�begins�with�an�uppercase�
(capital�letter)�and�ends�with�a�punctuation�mark�
and�that�there�is�spacing�between�each�sentence�to�
show�each�sentence�has�a�beginning�and�an�ending.�
Students�will�learn�to�capitalize�the�pronoun�I.�
�
b.��Punctuation,�Lesson�18;�Sentence�Structure,�
Lesson�25:�Students�will�learn�that�each�sentence�
begins�with�an�uppercase�(capital�letter)�and�ends�
with�a�punctuation�mark�(period,�exclamation�mark,�
question�mark)�and�that�there�is�spacing�between�
each�sentence�to�show�each�sentence�has�a�
beginning�and�an�ending.���
�
c.��Consonant�and�Vowel�Letters,�Lessons�2,�3,�5Ͳ7,�
12Ͳ16,�19Ͳ23,�26Ͳ31,�33Ͳ37;�Whole�Class�and�
Student�Transfer�Cards,�Letter�Formation�Cards:�
Identification�of�oneͲtoͲone�letter/sound�
correspondence�for�alphabet�letters�(consonants�
and�primary�vowels�–�short�vowel�sounds).�
��
d.��Building�Words,�Lesson�8;�Nonsense�Words,�
Lesson�9;�Letter�Lessons�2,�3,�5Ͳ7,�12Ͳ16,�19Ͳ23,�26Ͳ
31,�33Ͳ37;�Spelling�with�C�and�K,�Lesson�39;�Blends,�
Lessons�43Ͳ46;�Student�Transfer�Cards:�Students�
consistently�spell�simple�words�during�the�Guided�
Practice/Dictation�section�of�each�lesson.���

��Knowledge�of�Language:�
Use�knowledge�of�language�and�its�conventions�when�writing,�speaking,�reading,�or�listening.�

(Begins�in�grade�2)�
Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�

Determine�or�clarify�the�meaning�of�unknown�and�multipleͲmeaning�words�and�phrases�based�on�
kindergarten�reading�and�content.�

a.�Identify�new�meanings�for�familiar�words�and�apply�
them�accurately�(e.g.,�knowing�duck�is�a�bird�and�
learning�the�verb�to�duck).�
�
b.�Use�the�most�frequently�occurring�inflections�and�
affixes�(e.g.,�Ͳed,�Ͳs,�reͲ,�unͲ,�preͲ,�Ͳful,�Ͳless)�as�a�clue�to�
the�meaning�of�an�unknown�word.�

a.�In�each�of�the�lessons,�teachers�teach�word�
vocabulary�as�new�skills�and�concepts�are�
introduced.�
�
b.��Double�S,�F,�and�Z�and�Plurals,�Lesson�47;�Whole�
Class�and�Student�Transfer�Cards;�Little�Book�47�



 
 

 

Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
With�guidance�and�support�from�adults,�explore�word�relationships�and�nuances�in�word�meanings.�

a.�Sort�common�objects�into�categories�(e.g.,�shapes,�
foods)�to�gain�a�sense�of�the�concepts�the�categories�
represent.�
�
b.�Demonstrate�understanding�of�frequently�occurring�
verbs�and�adjectives�by�relating�them�to�their�
opposites�(antonyms).�
�
c.�Identify�realͲlife�connections�between�words�and�
their�use�(e.g.,�note�places�at�school�that�are�colorful).�
�
d.�Distinguish�shades�of�meaning�among�verbs�
describing�the�same�general�action�(e.g.,�walk,�march,�
strut,�prance)�by�acting�out�the�meanings.�

a.��This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.�
�
�
b.��Antonyms,�Lesson�54;�Verbs,�Lesson�49:�
Students�will�learn�about�opposites.�
�
�
c.�This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.�
�
d.��Verbs,�Lesson�49;�Synonyms,�Lesson�54).��
Students�will�learn�about�synonyms.�
�

Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Use�words�and�phrases�acquired�through�conversations,�reading�and�being�read�to,�and�responding�to�texts.�
�
�

Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books�
(Kindergarten):�Ten�fiction�and�nonͲfiction�stories�
incorporate�the�phonic�sounds�and�highͲfrequency�
words�learned�from�each�lesson.�Each�story�contains�
comprehension�questions.�

�
�

FIRST�GRADE��
Language�Standards��

�
Common�Core�Standards� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�

Conventions�of�Standard�English:�
Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�grammar�and�usage�when�writing�or�speaking.�
a.�Print�all�upperͲ�and�lowercase�letters.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
b.�Use�common,�proper,�and�possessive�nouns.�
�
�
�
�
�
�

a.�Letter�Group�1,�Lesson�1�(Aa,�Bb,�Ff,�Dd,�Gg);�
Letter�Group�2,�Lesson�6�(Hh,�Jj,�Ll,�Mm,�Ee);�Letter�
Group�3,�Lesson�8�(Nn,�Pp,�Rr,�Ss,�Oo);�Letter�Group�
4,�Lesson�10�(Tt,�Vv,�Ww,�Xx,�Yy,�Uu);�Letter�Group�
5,�Lesson�13�(Qq,�Zz,�Cc,�Kk,�Ii):�Students�will�
identify�and�print�all�upperͲ�and�lowercase�letters.�
�
b.��Nouns,�Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�to�form�
regular�plural�nouns�orally�by�adding�/s/�or�/es/.��
Students�will�identify�common,�proper,�and�
possessive�nouns.��
�
�
�



 
 

 

c.�Use�singular�and�plural�nouns�with�matching�verbs�in�
basic�sentences�(e.g.,�He�hops;�We�hop).�
�
�
d.�Use�personal,�possessive,�and�indefinite�pronouns�
(e.g.,�I,�me,�my;�they,�them,�their;�anyone,�everything).�
�
e.�Use�verbs�to�convey�a�sense�of�past,�present,�and�
future�(e.g.,�Yesterday�I�walked�home;�Today�I�walk�
home;�Tomorrow�I�will�walk�home).�
�
�
f.�Use�frequently�occurring�adjectives.�
�
�
g.�Use�frequently�occurring�conjunctions�(e.g.,�and,�
but,�or,�so,�because).�
�
�
h.�Use�determiners�(e.g.,�articles,�demonstratives).�
�
�
�
i.�Use�frequently�occurring�prepositions�(e.g.,�during,�
beyond,�toward).�
�
�
�
�
�
j.�Produce�and�expand�complete�simple�and�compound�
declarative,�interrogative,�imperative,�and�exclamatory�
sentences�in�response�to�prompts.�

c.��Nouns,�Lesson�34;�Verbs,�Lesson�49:�Students�will�
learn�to�form�singular�and�plural�nouns�with�
matching�verbs�in�sentences.��
�
d.��Nouns,�Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
personal,�possessive,�and�indefinite�pronouns.�
�
e.��Verbs,�Lesson�39:�Students�will�learn�that�a�verb�
is�a�word�that�shows�action.�Students�will�learn�to�
use�verbs�to�convey�a�sense�of�past,�present,�and�
future.�
�
f.��Adjectives,�Lesson�44:�Students�will�learn�that�an�
adjective�is�a�word�to�describe�the�noun.�
�
g.��Conjunctions,�Lesson�67:�Students�will�identify�
words�that�are�conjunctions�and�will�learn�how�to�
use�them�in�sentences.�
�
h.��Determiners,�Lesson�63:�Students�will�identify�
and�use�determiners�(e.g.,�articles,�demonstratives)�
in�sentences.���
�
i.��Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�54;�Most�Common�
Words,�Lessons�2,�7,�9,�12,�15,�17,�24,�29,�36,�41,�46,�
51,�56,�58,�60,�65,�70,�75,�81,�85,�92,�98:�
Prepositions�will�be�used�to�identify�a�dependent�
clause.�Students�will�read�common�highͲfrequency�
words�(including�common�prepositions)�by�sight.�
�
j.�Punctuation,�Lesson�11;�Sentence�Structure,�
Lesson�54:�Students�will�learn�to�produce/recognize�
and�expand�complete�simple�and�compound�
declarative,�interrogative,�imperative,�and�
exclamatory�sentences.�
�

Conventions�of�Standard�English:�
Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�capitalization,�punctuation,�and�spelling�when�

writing.�
a.�Capitalize�dates�and�names�of�people.�
�
�
b.�Use�end�punctuation�for�sentences.�
�
�
�

a.��Capitalization,�Lesson�5:�Students�will�learn�to�
capitalize�names�for�dates�and�names�of�people.�
�
b.��Punctuation,�Lesson�11:�

x Students�learn�what�a�sentence�is,�namely�
that�a�sentence�is�a�group�of�words�put�
together�to�tell�a�complete�thought�or�idea.��



 
 

 

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
c.�Use�commas�in�dates�and�to�separate�single�words�in�
a�series.�
�
�
�
d.�Use�conventional�spelling�for�words�with�common�
spelling�patterns�and�for�frequently�occurring�irregular�
words.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
e.�Spell�untaught�words�phonetically,�drawing�on�
phonemic�awareness�and�spelling�conventions.�

Students�learn�that�every�sentence�must�
begin�with�an�uppercase�(capital)�letter�and�
end�with�a�punctuation�mark.���

x Students�learn�about�declarative�sentences.�
x Students�learn�about�interrogative�

sentences.���
x Students�learn�about�exclamatory�sentences.��

�
c.��Commas,�Lesson�21:�
Students�will�learn�that�a�comma�(,)�sets�words�or�
phrases�apart.�Students�will�use�commas�in�dates�
and�to�separate�single�words�in�a�series.�
�
d.��Students�will�use�decoding�skills�for��conventional�
spelling�of�words�with�common�spelling�patterns�
and�for�frequently�occurring�irregular�words.�

x Five�Phonetic�Skills,�Phonetic�Skills�1�and�2,�
Vowel�Families�O�and�I,�Lessons�32,�33,�40;�
Phonetic�Skill�3,�Lesson�42�cv);��Phonetic�
Skill�4,�Lesson��43�(long�vowel�cvcE);�
Phonetic�Skill�5,�Lesson�50�(adjacent�vowels�
cvvc).�

�
x Another�Sound�for�C�and�G,�Lesson�47.��

�
x RͲControlled�Vowels�AR,�OR,�ER,�UR,�IR�

(Murmur�Diphthongs),�Lessons�76Ͳ78.�
�

x Special�Vowel�Sounds�AU/AW,�OU/OW,�
OI/OY,�OO�(diphthongs),�Lessons�86Ͳ89.�

�
x Most�Common�Words,�Lessons�2,�7,�9,�12,�

15,�17,�24,�29,�36,�41,�46,�51,�56,�58,�60,�65,�
70,�75,�81,�85,�92,�98:�Read�common�highͲ
frequency�words�by�sight�(300�words�divided�
into�22�lists/lessons).�

�
e.��Students�will�spell�untaught�words�phonetically,�
drawing�on�phonemic�awareness�and�spelling�
conventions.�
x Phonemic�AwarenessͲTeacher�Supplement:�

Phoneme�Identification.�Identification�of�initial,�
final,�and�medial�phonemes�in�CVC�words.�

x Phonemic�AwarenessͲTeacher�Supplement:�
Phoneme�Placement�and�Manipulation.��



 
 

 

Placement�and�manipulation�of�initial,�medial,�
and�final�phonemes�in�singleͲsyllable�words.�

x Nonsense�Words,�Lesson�4,�Nonsense�words�are�
used�throughout�the�program�to�facilitate�the�
use�of�phonemic�awareness�and�spelling�
conventions�when�spelling�untaught�words.��

�
x Spelling�with�C�and�K,�Lesson�14;�Double�S,�F,�

and�Z�and�Plurals,�Lesson�23;�Spelling�with�ͲCK,�
Lesson�35;�Spelling�with�ͲKE,�Lesson�45;��
Another�Sound�for�C�and�G,�Lesson�47;�Spelling�
with�ͲK,�Lesson�52;�Sounds�of�GH,�IGH,�and�
IGHT,�Lesson�57;�Spelling�with�ͲC,�Lesson�74;�
Spelling�with�ͲKE,�ͲCK,�ͲK,�and�ͲC,�Lesson�90;�
Spelling�with�ͲSS,�ͲCE,�or�ͲSE,�Lesson�100.��

�
x Phonetic�Skills�1�and�2,�Vowel�Families�O�and�I,�

Lessons�32,�33,�40;�Phonetic�Skill�3,�Lesson�42;�
Phonetic�Skill�4,�Lesson�43;�Phonetic�Skill�5,�
Lesson�50.�

�
�
x RͲControlled�Vowels�AR,�OR,�ER,�UR,�IR�

(Murmur�Diphthongs),�Lessons�76Ͳ78.�
�
x Special�Vowel�Sounds�AU/AW,�OU/OW,�OI/OY,�

OO�(diphthongs),�Lessons�86Ͳ89.�
�

Knowledge�of�Language:�
Use�knowledge�of�language�and�its�conventions�when�writing,�speaking,�reading,�or�listening.�

(Begins�in�grade�2)�
Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�

Determine�or�clarify�the�meaning�of�unknown�and�multipleͲmeaning�words�and�phrases�based�on�grade�1�
reading�and�content,�choosing�flexibly�from�an�array�of�strategies.�

a.�Use�sentenceͲlevel�context�as�a�clue�to�the�meaning�
of�a�word�or�phrase.�
�
�
b.�Use�frequently�occurring�affixes�as�a�clue�to�the�
meaning�of�a�word.�
�
�
�
�
�

a.�In�each�of�the�phonics�lessons,�context�sentences�
are�used�to�teach�word�vocabulary�as�new�decoding�
phonics�skills�are�introduced.�
�
b.��Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79:�
Students�will�spell�and�read�words�with�common�
prefixes�and�suffixes.�
�
�
�
�



 
 

 

  

c.�Identify�frequently�occurring�root�words�(e.g.,�look)�
and�their�inflectional�forms�(e.g.,�looks,�looked,�
looking).�

c.��Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�Ͳ�EST,�
Lessons�23,�37,�38,�48,�55;�Root�Words,�Prefixes,�
and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79:�Students�will�identify�
frequently�occurring�root�words�and�their�
inflectional�forms.�
�

x Adding�Suffixes�to�Words�Ending�in�Y,�
Lesson�71.�

�
x Plural�Endings�with�Digraphs,�Lesson�84.�

�
Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�

With�guidance�and�support�from�adults,�demonstrate�understanding�of�word�relationships�and�nuances�in�
word�meanings.�

a.�Sort�words�into�categories�(e.g.,�colors,�clothing)�to�
gain�a�sense�of�the�concepts�the�categories�represent.�
�
b.�Define�words�by�category�and�by�one�or�more�key�
attributes�(e.g.,�a�duck�is�a�bird�that�swims;�a�tiger�is�a�
large�cat�with�stripes).�
�
c.�Identify�realͲlife�connections�between�words�and�
their�use�(e.g.,�note�places�at�home�that�are�cozy).�
�
d.�Distinguish�shades�of�meaning�among�verbs�
differing�in�manner�(e.g.,�look,�peek,�glance,�stare,�
glare,�scowl)�and�adjectives�differing�in�intensity�(e.g.,�
large,�gigantic)�by�defining�or�choosing�them�or�by�
acting�out�the�meanings.�

a.��This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught��in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.�
�
b.��This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught��in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.�
�
c.��This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught��in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.�
�
�
d.��Verbs,�Lesson�39;�Adjectives,�Lesson�44.�
Students�will�learn�and�understand�meaning�among�
verbs�differing�in�manner�(e.g.,�look,�peek,�glance,�
stare,�glare,�scowl)�and�adjectives�differing�in�
intensity�(e.g.,�large,�gigantic)�by�defining�them.�
�

Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Use�words�and�phrases�acquired�through�conversations,�reading�and�being�read�to,�and�responding�to�texts,�
including�using�frequently�occurring�conjunctions�to�signal�simple�relationships�(e.g.,�because).�
� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�fiction�

and�nonͲfiction�stories�incorporate�the�phonic�
sounds�and�highͲfrequency�words�learned�from�
each�lesson.�Each�story�contains�comprehension�
questions.�

�



 
 

 

�
SECOND�GRADE��

Language�Standards��
�

Common�Core�Standards� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�
Conventions�of�Standard�English:�

Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�grammar�and�usage�when�writing�or�speaking.�
a.�Use�collective�nouns�(e.g.,�group).�
�
�
b.�Form�and�use�frequently�occurring�irregular�plural�
nouns�(e.g.,�feet,�children,�teeth,�mice,�fish).�
�
�
c.�Use�reflexive�pronouns�(e.g.,�myself,�ourselves).�
�
�
�
d.�Form�and�use�the�past�tense�of�frequently�occurring�
irregular�verbs�(e.g.,�sat,�hid,�told).�
�
�
e.�Use�adjectives�and�adverbs,�and�choose�between�
them�depending�on�what�is�to�be�modified.�
�
�
f.�Produce,�expand,�and�rearrange�complete�simple�
and�compound�sentences�(e.g.,�The�boy�watched�the�
movie;�The�little�boy�watched�the�movie;�The�action�
movie�was�watched�by�the�little�boy).�

a.��Nouns,�Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
collective�nouns�and�their�usage�in�speech�and�text.�
�
b.��Nouns,�Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
words�related�to�irregular�plural�nouns�(e.g.,�feet,�
children,�teeth,�mice,�fish,�etc.).�
�
c.��Nouns,�Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
and�use�reflexive�pronouns�(e.g.,�myself,�ourselves)�
in�speech�and�text.���
�
d.�Verbs,�Lesson�39:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
and�use�words�related�to�pastͲtense�irregular�verbs�
(e.g.,�sat,�hid,�told,�saw,�etc.).�
�
e.�Adjectives,�Lesson�44;�Adverbs,�Lesson�49:�
Students�will�learn�the�difference�between�
adjectives�and�nouns.�
�
f.�Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�54:��Students�will�
produce,�expand,�and�rearrange�complete�simple�
and�compound�sentences.�

Conventions�of�Standard�English:�
Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�capitalization,�punctuation,�and�spelling�when�

writing.�
a.�Capitalize�holidays,�product�names,�and�geographic�
names.�
�
�
�
b.�Use�commas�in�greetings�and�closings�of�letters.�
�
�
�
�
�

a.��Capitalization,�Lesson�5:�Students�will�learn�to�
capitalize�holidays,�product�names,�and�geographic�
names.�All�names�for�proper�nouns�must�be�
capitalized.�
�
b.�Commas,�Lesson�21:�Students�will�learn�to�use�
commas�in�greetings�and�closings�of�letters.�
�
�
�
�



 
 

 

c.�Use�an�apostrophe�to�form�contractions�and�
frequently�occurring�possessives.�
�
�
�
d.�Generalize�learned�spelling�patterns�when�writing�
words�(e.g.,�cage�ї�badge;�boy�ї�boil).�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
e.�Consult�reference�materials,�including�beginning�
dictionaries,�as�needed�to�check�and�correct�spellings.�
�

c.�Nouns,�Lesson�34;�Contractions,�Lesson�30:��
Students�will�learn�that�an�apostrophe�is�used�in�
frequently�occurring�possessives�and�is�used�to�form�
contractions.�
�
d.�Each�skill�lesson�in�Reading�Horizons�Discovery�
provides�practice�in�writing�many�words,�giving�
students�the�opportunity�to�apply�the�spelling�
patterns�that�have�been�taught�in�the�lesson�
sequence.��
Students�will�learn�generalized�spelling�patterns�for�
words�containing�the�same�vowel�or�consonant�
sound�(e.g.,�cage�ї�badge;�boy�ї�boil;�such�ї�
crutch).��

x Voiced�and�Voiceless�TH,�Lesson�27;��
Digraphs�CH,�SH,�WH,�and�PH,�Lesson�28.��

�
x Another�Sound�for�C�and�G,�Lesson�47.�

�
x Special�Vowel�Sounds�AU/AW,�OU/OW,�

OI/OY,�OO�(diphthongs),�Lessons�86Ͳ89.��
�
e.�Alphabetical�Order,�Lesson�16.��
�

��Knowledge�of�Language:�
Use�knowledge�of�language�and�its�conventions�when�writing,�speaking,�reading,�or�listening.�

a.�Compare�formal�and�informal�uses�of�English.� a.�This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.�
��

��Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Determine�or�clarify�the�meaning�of�unknown�and�multipleͲmeaning�words�and�phrases�based�on�grade�2�

reading�and�content,�choosing�flexibly�from�an�array�of�strategies.�
a.�Use�sentenceͲlevel�context�as�a�clue�to�the�meaning�
of�a�word�or�phrase.�
�
�
�
b.�Determine�the�meaning�of�the�new�word�formed�
when�a�known�prefix�is�added�to�a�known�word�(e.g.,�
happy/unhappy,�tell/retell).�
�
�
�
�
�

a.�As�a�new�skill�is�introduced�in�each�of�the�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery�lessons,�teachers�teach�word�
vocabulary�and�use�sentenceͲlevel�context�as�a�clue�
to�the�meaning�of�a�word�or�phrase.��
�
b.��Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79:�
Students�will�learn�the�meaning�of�a�new�word�
when�a�prefix�is�added�to�a�known�word�(e.g.,�
happy/unhappy,�work/rework).��
�
�
�
�



 
 

 

c.�Use�a�known�root�word�as�a�clue�to�the�meaning�of�
an�unknown�word�with�the�same�root�(e.g.,�addition,�
additional).�
�
�
d.�Use�knowledge�of�the�meaning�of�individual�words�
to�predict�the�meaning�of�compound�words�(e.g.,�
birdhouse,�lighthouse,�housefly;�bookshelf,�notebook,�
bookmark).�
�
e.�Use�glossaries�and�beginning�dictionaries,�both�print�
and�digital,�to�determine�or�clarify�the�meaning�of�
words�and�phrases.�
�

c.��Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79;�
Other�Suffixes�ͲTION,�ͲSION,�ͲOUS,�Lesson�93:��
Students�will�use�a�root�word�as�a�clue�to�the�
meaning�of�an�unknown�word�with�the�same�root.���
�
d.�Compound�Words,�Lesson�26:�Students�will�learn�
the�meanings�of�individual�words�to�predict�the�
meaning�of�those�words�as�a�compound�word.��
�
�
e.�Alphabetical�Order,�Lesson�16.��

Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Demonstrate�understanding�of�word�relationships�and�nuances�in�word�meanings.�

a.�Identify�realͲlife�connections�between�words�and�
their�use�(e.g.,�describe�foods�that�are�spicy�or�juicy).�
�
b.�Distinguish�shades�of�meaning�among�closely�
related�verbs�(e.g.,�toss,�throw,�hurl)�and�closely�
related�adjectives�(e.g.,�thin,�slender,�skinny,�scrawny).�
�

a.�This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.���
�
b.��Verbs,�Lesson�39;�Adjectives,�Lesson�44.���
Students�will�learn�and�understand�meaning�among�
closely�related�verbs�and�closely�related�adjectives.�

��Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Use�words�and�phrases�acquired�through�conversations,�reading�and�being�read�to,�and�responding�to�texts,�
including�using�adjectives�and�adverbs�to�describe�(e.g.,�When�other�kids�are�happy�that�makes�me�happy).�
� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�Little�Books:�54�fiction�

and�nonͲfiction�stories�incorporate�the�phonics�
sounds�and�highͲfrequency�words�learned�from�
each�lesson.�Each�story�contains�comprehension�
questions.�
�

�
�

THIRD�GRADE��
Language�Standards��

�
Common�Core�Standards� Reading�Horizons�Discovery�

Conventions�of�Standard�English:�
Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�grammar�and�usage�when�writing�or�speaking.�
a.�Explain�the�function�of�nouns,�pronouns,�verbs,�
adjectives,�and�adverbs�in�general�and�their�
functions�in�particular�sentences.�
�
�
�

a.�Explain�the�function�of�nouns,�pronouns,�verbs,�
adjectives,�and�adverbs�in�general�and�their�
functions�in�particular�sentences.�

x Nouns,�Lesson�34.�
�

x Verbs,�Lesson�39.�



 
 

 

  

�
�
�
�
�
b.�Form�and�use�regular�and�irregular�plural�nouns.�
�
�
�
�
c.�Use�abstract�nouns�(e.g.,�childhood).�
�
�
d.�Form�and�use�regular�and�irregular�verbs.�
�
�
�
e.�Form�and�use�the�simple�(e.g.,�I�walked;�I�walk;�I�will�
walk)�verb�tenses.�
�
�
�
�
f.�Ensure�subjectͲverb�and�pronounͲantecedent�
agreement.*��
�
�
�
g.�Form�and�use�comparative�and�superlative�
adjectives�and�adverbs,�and�choose�between�them�
depending�on�what�is�to�be�modified.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
h.�Use�coordinating�and�subordinating�conjunctions.�
�
�
�
i.�Produce�simple,�compound,�and�complex�sentences.�

�
x Adjectives,�Lesson�44.�

�
x Adverbs,�Lesson�49.�

�
b.��Double�S,�F,�and�Z�and�Plurals,�Lesson�23;�Nouns,�
Lesson�34;�Adding�Suffixes�to�Words�Ending�in�Y,�
Lesson�71:�Students�will�learn�to�form�and�use�
regular�plural�nouns.�
�
c.�Nouns,�Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
abstract�nouns�in�text.��
�
d.��Verbs,�Lesson�39:�Students�will�learn�to�identify�
and�use�words�related�to�regular�and�irregular�verbs�
(e.g.,�see/saw,�hide/hid,�sleep/slept,�etc.).�
�
e.��Verbs,�Lesson�39;�Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�54;�
Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�ͲEST,�Lessons�
23,�37,�38,�48,�55:�Students�will�form�and�use�the�
simple�(e.g.,�I�walked;�I�walk;�I�will�walk)�verb�
tenses.�
�
f.��Nouns,�Lesson�34;�Verbs,�Lesson�39:�Students�will�
learn�to�identify�subjectͲverb�and�pronounͲ
antecedent�agreement.���
�
g.�Students�will�form�and�use�comparative�and�
superlative�adjectives�and�adverbs.�

x Adjectives,�Lesson�44.�
x Adverbs,�Lesson�49.�
x Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�ͲEST,�

Lessons�23,�37,�38,�48,�55.��
x Adding�Suffixes�to�Words�Ending�in�Y,�

Lesson�71.�
�
h.��Conjunctions,�Lesson�67:�Students�will�learn�to�
identify�and�use�coordinating�and�subordinating�
conjunctions.���
�
i.��Sentence�Structure,�Lesson�54:�Students�will�
produce,�expand,�and�rearrange�complete�simple�
and�compound�sentences.�
�



 
 

 

�Conventions�of�Standard�English:�
Demonstrate�command�of�the�conventions�of�standard�English�capitalization,�punctuation,�and�spelling�when�

writing.�
a.�Capitalize�appropriate�words�in�titles.�
�
�
b.�Use�commas�in�addresses.�
�
�
c.�Use�commas�and�quotation�marks�in�dialogue.�
�
�
�
d.�Form�and�use�possessives.�
�
�
�
e.�Use�conventional�spelling�for�highͲfrequency�and�
other�studied�words�and�for�adding�suffixes�to�base�
words�(e.g.,�sitting,�smiled,�cries,�happiness).�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
f.�Use�spelling�patterns�and�generalizations�(e.g.,�word�
families,�positionͲbased�spellings,�syllable�patterns,�
ending�rules,�meaningful�word�parts)�in�writing�words.�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

a.��Capitalization,�Lesson�5:�Students�will�learn�to�
capitalize�appropriate�words�in�titles.���
�
b.�Commas,�Lesson�21:�Students�will�learn�to�use�
commas�in�addresses.�
�
c.�Punctuation,�Lesson�11;�Commas,�Lesson�21:��
Students�will�learn�to�use�commas�and�quotation�
marks�in�dialogue.�
�
d.�Double�S,�F,�and�Z�and�Plurals,�Lesson�23;�Nouns,�
Lesson�34:�Students�will�learn�that�an�apostrophe�is�
used�in�frequently�occurring�possessives.��
�
e.�Students�will�use�conventional�spelling�for�highͲ
frequency�and�other�studied�words�and�for�adding�
suffixes�to�base�words.�

x Most�Common�Words,�Lessons�2,�7,�9,�12,�
15,�17,�24,�29,�36,�41,�46,�51,�56,�58,�60,�65,�
70,�75,�81,�85,�92,�98.�
�

x Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�ͲEST,�
Lessons�23,�37,�38,�48,�55.�

�
x Adding�Suffixes�to�Words�Ending�in�Y,�

Lesson�71.�
�

x Prefixes�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79.�
�
f.�Students�will�use�spelling�patterns�and�
generalizations�in�writing�words.�
�

x Special�Vowel�Combinations�ͲLL,�ͲNG,�ͲNK,�
Lesson�25.�

�
x Vowel�Families�O�and�I,�Lesson�40.�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�4,�Lesson�43�(Silent�E�cvcE).�

�
x Phonetic�Skill�5,�Lesson�50�(adjacent�vowels�

cvvc).�
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�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
g.�Consult�reference�materials,�including�beginning�
dictionaries,�as�needed�to�check�and�correct�spellings.�
�

�
x Many�Jobs�of�Y�(y�as�a�vowel),�Lesson�59.�

�
x Decoding�Skill�1,�Lesson�61.�

�
x The�Schwa,�Lesson�62.�

�
x Decoding�Skill�2,�Lesson�66.��

�
x Decoding�MultiͲSyllabic�Words,�Lesson�82.�

�
x Adding�Suffixes�ͲS,�ͲES,�ͲING,�ͲED,�ͲER,�ͲEST,�

Lessons�23,�37,�38,�48,�55.�
�

x Decoding�Exceptions,�Lesson�91.�
�

x Crazy�W�and�Exceptions�to�Murmur�
Diphthongs,�Lesson�80.�

�
x Other�Suffixes�ͲTION,�ͲSION,�ͲOUS,�Lesson�

93.�
�

x Other�Sounds�for�EA�and�IE/EI,�Lesson�95.�
�

x Reversed�Vowels,�Lesson�96.�
�
g.�Alphabetical�Order,�Lesson�16.��
�

Knowledge�of�Language:�
Use�knowledge�of�language�and�its�conventions�when�writing,�speaking,�reading,�or�listening.�

a.�Choose�words�and�phrases�for�effect.*�
�
�
b.�Recognize�and�observe�differences�between�the�
conventions�of�spoken�and�written�standard�English.�

a.��This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.���
�
b.�This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.���
�

Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Determine�or�clarify�the�meaning�of�unknown�and�multipleͲmeaning�word�and�phrases�based�on�grade�3�

reading�and�content,�choosing�flexibly�from�a�range�of�strategies.�
a.�Use�sentenceͲlevel�context�as�a�clue�to�the�meaning�
of�a�word�or�phrase.�
�
�
�

a.�As�a�new�skill�is�introduced�in�each�of�the�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery�lessons,�teachers�are�
encouraged�to�teach�word�vocabulary�and�to�use�
sentenceͲlevel�context�as�a�clue�to�the�meaning�of�a�
word�or�phrase.��



 
 

 

 
 
 

�
b.�Determine�the�meaning�of�the�new�word�formed�
when�a�known�affix�is�added�to�a�known�word�(e.g.,�
agreeable/disagreeable,�comfortable/uncomfortable,�
care/careless,�heat/preheat).�
�
�
�
�
c.�Use�a�known�root�word�as�a�clue�to�the�meaning�of�
an�unknown�word�with�the�same�root�(e.g.,�company,�
companion).�
�
d.�Use�glossaries�or�beginning�dictionaries,�both�print�
and�digital,�to�determine�or�clarify�the�precise�meaning�
of�key�words�and�phrases.�

�
b.�Identify�and�know�the�meanings�of�the�most�
common�prefixes�and�derivational�suffixes.���

x Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�
79.�

�
x Other�Suffixes�ͲTION,�ͲSION,�ͲOUS,�Lesson�

93.�
�
c.��Root�Words,�Prefixes,�and�Suffixes,�Lesson�79.���
�
�
�
d.��Alphabetical�Order,�Lesson�16.��
�

��Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Demonstrate�understanding�of�word�relationships�and�nuances�in�word�meanings.�

a.�Distinguish�the�literal�and�nonͲliteral�meanings�of�
words�and�phrases�in�context�(e.g.,�take�steps).�
�
b.�Identify�realͲlife�connections�between�words�and�
their�use�(e.g.,�describe�people�who�are�friendly�or�
helpful).�
�
c.�Distinguish�shades�of�meaning�among�related�words�
that�describe�states�of�mind�or�degrees�of�certainty�
(e.g.,�knew,�believed,�suspected,�heard,�wondered).�

a.��This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.��
�
b.�This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�
Horizons�Discovery.���
�
�
c.�Antonyms,�Synonyms,�and�More,�Lesson�72:��
Students�will�learn�and�understand�meaning�among�
related�words�that�describe�states�of�mind�or�
degrees�of�certainty.��
�

Vocabulary�Acquisition�and�Use:�
Acquire�and�use�accurately�gradeͲappropriate�conversational,�general�academic,�and�domain�specific�words�
and�phrases,�including�those�that�signal�spatial�and�temporal�relationships�(e.g.,�After�dinner�that�night�we�
went�looking�for�them).�
� This�skill�is�not�explicitly�taught�in�Reading�Horizons�

Discovery.�


